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Introduction 

It is a well known fact that since the 6th century Japanese philosophy 

has been formed on the national spirit and moral sentiments of the country, 

by combining Buddhism and Chinese philosophy, especially Confucianism, as 
the most important ingredients, just as modern European philosophy has 
been fostered by Greek philosophy and Christianity. Consequently, tradition-

al Japanese philosophy was in many cases synonymous with Japanized 
Buddhism and Confucianism.1 It ¥~'as only since the latter part of the 19th 

century that European philosophy began to have serious influence and to 
gradually take the place of the former two ways of thought. Christianity 
was introduced to Japan by Francis Xavier, a Spanish missionary, in 1549, 
and being welcomed by the upper classes and general populace of the period, 

became a powerful religious movement. However, it was soon suppressed 
because of political reasons, and after dreadful tragedies with many martyrs, 

it completely disappeared in 1638.2 Therefore. Scholastic philosophy which 

was the doctrinal support of Christianity in Europe of that period, hardly 

became known to this country. Since that time, only technical knowledge 
such as surveying, navigation, shipbuilding and the natural sciences such as 

astronomy, physics, chemistry, and especially medicine and pharmacy were 
brought into this country from Europe by merchants from Holland which 
was the only country permitted to trade with Japan at that time. 

The coming of M.C. Perry, the American commodore, in 1853, of 
which the centenary was celebrated in great splendour this year, forced the 

* Cf. T. Inoue; Die japafei,sche Philosophie in Dle Kflltur der Gege*~wart. Teil 1, Abs. 1. 
Allgemeine Geschichte der Philosophie. hrsg. v. P. Hinnberg. Berlin und Leipzig 1909. Ivl. 
Anezaki ; Quelques Pages de l'Histoire Religieuse du Japott. Paris 1921. W. E. Griflis; The 
Religi,ons of Ja;pont fro'n tho Daw,e of Hbstory to Mei.ji. New York 1895. P. L. Conchoud ; 
JapaFeese Impresslo,~, with a _Nlote o's Cotrfucius. London 1921. G. L. Dickinson; A1~ ~ssay 
ot' the Ci,vili.2atioth of had~a. Chi,Isa afed Japa'b.London 1914. P.S. Reinsch; Intellectual (~ltd Political 

Currelsts i,c the Far L;ast. Boston 1911. K. Rothgen ; Staat eeftd Kulteer der Japat~er. Leipzig 
1907. I. Nitobe; Japa'e, So"~e Phases of Her Problems atsd Developmetet. London 1931. 

' Cf. C. Otis ; History of Christia,eitv il' Japa?s. 2 Vols. 1915. E.W. Clement; Chris-tianity 
in Modern Japan Philadelphia 1905. H. Haas; Geschichte des Christentuft~s i,t Japavs. Tokyo 
1902. Henrion ~Baron ; Histoire Ge,4erale des Misslons Catholiqsles depui,s le XIII' slecle j'usqu'a 

Itos Jours. Paris 1847. 
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Tokugawa shogunate, then dictating Japanese politics, to abandon its policy 

of seculus;ion. As the result of this change in the political situation, Bon~sho 

Ch,~sho (the Institute for the Western Studies) was established in 1856, for 

the study of Western culture and the translation of scientific books in all 

fields, which later became the foundation of Tokyo University. At the 
sarne time, Yukichi Fukuzawa and other brilliant scholars accompanied 
diplomatic missions which were sent to Europe and America, deepened their 
understanding of European civilization and introduced it to Japan, thus 
contributing to its dissemination. 

The first great contribution in introducing Western philosophy to Japan 

was made by Amane Nishi (1829-1896).3 As assistant professor at Batz,sho 
Ch~sho, he went to Holland together with his colleague, Shind~ Tsuda, 
(1829-1903) and studied jurisprudence, economics, philosophy etc., under S. 

Vissering (1818-1888), professor of Leyden University. He was also influ-

enced by the famous philosopher C.W. Opzoomer (1821-1892), and bringing 
his positivistic, utilitarian philosophy to Japan, became the forerunner of 

philosophic enlightenment in Japan. This tendency of thought was in har-
mony with the ethics of democracy and liberalism which aimed at the greatest 

happiv2;ess of the greatest eeumber, and it provided the theoretical basis for 

the political movement which overthrew the feudal Toku*-awa shogunate 
and made the Meiji restoration successful. Nishi not only tran~_lated J. 
Haven's Mevetal Philosophy and J.S. Mill's Utilitariaeeism, but created many 

appropriate Japanese words for the vocabulary of Western philosophy.4 Also 
in his encyclopaedic Hyaku-ichi Shi,,eroee (Theory of A11-is-one Philosophy) 

1874, written in the form of dialogue, he explains that "all theories are 
one in the end," and clearly sets forth the conceptual differences and signi-

ficant inter-relationships between ~lorals in Oriental philosophy and Politics 

in Western philosophy, also a priori and a posteriori, mevetal and physical 

law. 

Yukichi Fukuzawa (1834-1907)5, the enlightened thinker who is well-

known as the author of Gaketmole ,eo Susume (Encouragement of Learning) 

1871-76 and many other writings, made known "Western affairs" to the 
Japanese people which had been in the dark because of the long period of 
the seclusion, and by asserting the civil rights and freedom of the people, 

contributed to the spread of utilitarian thought in his age. Another scholar 

of the same period. Hiroyuki Kat~ (1836-1916), developed utilitarianism 
with an evolutionary tendency, following the thought of Darwin and Haeckel, 

and introduced this new theory from the standpoint of egocentric[sm and 

8 Nishi Afn,a,te Tetsugakte Chosaku-she~ (The Philosophical Works of Amane Nishi), edited 
by Y. As~, with introduction by T. Inoue, Tokyo 1933. 

' For instance, the creation of the new Japanese ~vord " tetsugaku " meaning " striving for 
learning" or "love of wisdom", for the Greek lvord peAo(109ia is due to hirn. 

5 Ftlkugawa Yukichi Ze,cshe~ (The Complete Works of Yukichi Fukuzawa) Vols. LO, Tokyo 
1926. Supplement Vols. 7, Tokyo 1933. 
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materialism with special ernphasis on "the right of the strong".6 Ch5min 

Nakae (1847-1901), a radical materialist, belongs to the same school of 
thought, and while. Fukuzawa mainly studied in England, and Kat5 in Ger-
many, Nakae went to France and endeavoured to introduce French thought. 

In Japanese the word " MelJ1" means, "peace after enlightened manner", 

and the so-called "Meiji perlod " (1868-1912) was, as its literal meaning, a 

period of evelightelwaepet in Japan. The major thinkers of ~;urope who domi-

nated the first half of this period were J. Bentham, J.S. Mill, H. Spencer, 

H. Sidwick, E. Darwin, E. Haeckel, J. J. Rouseau, A. Comte, Ch. de 
Montesquieu, whose ideas were characteristically utilitarianism, naturalism, 

individualism, and materialism. They were studied not only by university 
professors but also by statesmen and journalists, for they were directly con-

nected with the political movement to extend civic rights and freedom.7 
On the other hand, idealism had been cultivated even in ancient Japan 

by Confucianism and Buddhism as a practical attitude and religious outlook 
in life. The first scholar who added to this theoretical reconsiderations and 

systematized it after the method of Western philosophy was Shigeki Nishi-
mura (1828-1902). In the preface of his Shi,egaku Ko~gi (Lectures on Mental 

Philosophy) 1885, he says, "in this age, be it law, economics, ethics or 
political science, without the knowledge of meeetal philosophy, they are as 

a tree without roots or a river without source. Particularly, education which 

has recently become the subject of learning has made le4eletal philosoph,y a 

necessary element. Since these are, as everyone knows, all eftetaphysical 

sciences, the mind should be their basis. But, even for physical sciences, 
sudh as mathematics, chemistry, physics, natural history and biology, it has 

become impossible to be conversant with them without knowing the gist 
of m,e,etal philosophy. 

The establishment of independent eleelatal philosophy, not merely as a 
psychology from the empirical point of view, but as the fundamental of all 
sciences, naturally reminds us of Kant, and at the same time su*'gests that 

the road to German idealism, making Kant a cult, was opened. Transla-
tions or expositions of various histories of philosophy attempted in this period 

helped to make German philosophy understood, which had until then sorely 
been neglected in comparison with English and French philosophy. jThus, 
Doi,ts4e Tetsugaku L~ika (Essentials of German Philosophy), Tokyo 1884, by 

Yosabur~ Takekoshi, Rigaku Ko~gele (Keys to Philosophy), Tokyo 1886, by 
Ch5min Nakae, and Tetsugaku Keleteki (A few Drops of Philosophy),8 Tokyo 

6 H. Kat~ ; Der Kanupf ums Recht des Starkerrt utrd seine L;*ttwickluf~g. Berlin 1894. 
1 Y. As~ ; Ki,rdai IVippo,e Tetsugaku-shi (History of Modern Japanese Philosophy) Tokyo 

1942. H. Shimoide ; Metji Sh(~kai Shis~-shi Kelskyu (Studies in the Social Thought of Melji) 
Tokyo 1932. 

s The author of this book explains the meaning of this title as follows ; "It is said that Thales, 
the founder of Western philosophy, made water the principle of the U~niverse. Accordingly, I 
hope that this book will become a fcw drops of thai water.'" 
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1889, by YtijirC) Miyake, were all summarized translations from the histories 

of German and French philosophy, in which the systems and development 
of German philosophy from Kant to Hegel were rendered. They were useful 
in bringing the profound transcendental philosophy of Kant and the abstruse 

dialectic method of Hegel closer to the philosophical world of Japan. 

Further. Ernest Francesco Fenollosa (1853-1908), an American-well-
known as the introducer of Japanese fine arts-and the first professor of 
philosophy at Tokyo Imperial University which was established in 1877, de-

livered lectures on Kant and Hegel, as well as on Mill and Spencer, and 
endeavoured to synthesize the empiric philosophy with the rationalistic, viz. 

English philosophy with German philosophy on the basis of the evolutionary 
theory. Also, Ludwig Busse (1862-1902), successor of Fenollosa, who later 
became professor at the University of Kdnigsberg, having a passion for 
Kant and Lotze, emphasized the necessity of research in the history of 
philosophy for students in the faculty of philosophy at Tokyo ljniv~rsity 

from 1877 on. In 1894, Raphael von Koeber (1848-1923), a Russian of 
German lineage, was appointed as successor to Busse. He was deeply influ-

enced by Schopenhauer and Eduard von Hartmann,9 and was a strongly 
religious and mystical character, teaching for about twenty years at the 
university. Greek and German philosophy were his favourite topics, and 
by his learning and personality he aroused the sincere interest of the students 

which became an important element in deciding the philosophical direction 

of Japan from that time on. The shifting of interest of Japanese philo-
sophers from the English utilitarian philosophy of Mill and Spencer towards 

German idealism centerlng around Kant and Hegel, and further tow~rds 
the Greek philosophy of Plato and Aristotle, was made decisive by Koeber. 
This was a general tendency of the Japanese philosophical wor'Id in the 
latter half of the Meiji period. Since the Meiji restoration, as the above 
outline sho¥~rs, Japan endeavoured to absorb the spiritual culture of Europe, 

especially philosophy which was the core of it, as well as Western mechan-
ical civilization, and this brought about gratifying results. In the history 

of the transplantation of European philosophy to this country, however, 
the 19th century v,'as substantially a peri,od of el~lighteleeeeelct, while the 20th 

century is the period of research oned assim･ilatio,e, during which time remark-
able progress has been made. At the present moment, when the first half 
of this century is over, one dares say that the understanding of the. Japanese 

people of European philosophy has reached the highest level that could be 

expected. I o 

We already have reliable Japanese translations of the complete works 

" R. v. Koeber ; Das PJ~ilosop'tische Syste,tb E, v. Hartmon~,e's Breslau 1884. Dic Ph,ilosophie 
A. Sc,'20peftl~auer's, Heidelberg 1888. Jeale Paul's Seeie~2lehre. E;in Beitrag zur Geschichte der 
Psychotogie, Leipzig 1893. Lectures ots History of Philosophy. 3 ¥rols. Tokyo 1894. Kieifee 
Sclerrften. 3 Vols. Tokyo 1918 ff. 
.*' K. Tsuchida ; Co"te"'porary Tl'ougJ't itt Japa't a'sd Claina. New York 1927. 
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of Plato, Kant and Nietzsche, and the publishing of those of Aristotle, Hegel, 

Kierkegaard is in progress. As for Descartes, Pascal, Spinoza, Leibniz, 
Fichte, Schelling, Schopenhauer, Locke, Berkeley, Hume, almost all the 
principal writings of these classical philosophers are already translated in 

Japanese, and many excellent studies on them have been published. The 
same can be said of such contemporary representative philosophers as H. 
Cohen, P. Natorp. W. Windelband, H. Rickert, H. Bergson, G. Simmel, 
E. Husserl, M. Heidegger, K. Jaspers, W. James, and J. Dewey. These 
translations and studies far surpass those of other countries in the East, in 

both quantity and quality, and it is not an exaggeration to say that they 

can be compared with those of European countries. However, it is not easy 
to impart in detail the philosophical works achieved by Japanese scholars 
during this half a century. In order to understand the present situation of 

research in European philosophy, I believe, it is necessary to differentiate 

at least the three fields which were mentioned above. . 
( i ) The study of Greek philosophy, especially Plato and Aristotle. 

( ii) The study of modern German philosophy, especially from Kant 

to Hegel. 
(iii) The study of contemporary European philosophy, especially Neo* 

Kantianism, Phenomenology and Existencialism. 
In this article. I wish to make several observations on the first subject. 

I
 

The study of Greek philosophy in Japan may be considered as having 
passed through three stages, corresponding to the general tendency of re-

search in the modern European philosophy in this country. First, the stage 

of using histories of philosophy written by eminent European scholars as 
manuals and understanding Greek philosophy second-hand. We may call 
this the pe'riod of eltligh,telemec4t. Second, the stage of direct understanding 

from original texts. This may be called the period of troneslatioee and philo-

10gical research. Third, the stage of philosophical study on the basis of such 

philological research in Greek philosophy. We may call this the period of 
criticiselh in the truest sense of the word and philological-phil0>~ophical study. 

It is difficult to exactly determine at what period the leames of Plato 

and Ari-stotle were first introduced to the Japanese ; it may have been at 
quite an early period, for, as above related, with the coming of Christianity 

to Japan, it is quite probable that these esteemed names were known among 
Christians in this country.11 However, even though this may be a fact, it 
is another thing to have knowled>*e of their philosophical ideas. Greek 

** Y. As6 ; Kitidai, iV~i,ppota Tetsugaku-shi (History of Modern Japanese Philosophy) Pp. 15-20. 
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philosophy was first introduced to Japan from E;urope in the latter half of 

the 19th century, together with Western thought, for Greek philosophy is 
the fountainhead of Western thought, and it is irnpossible to discourse on 
the latter without referring to the former. Thus, it is quite natural that 
Nishi and other early scholars should often refer in their discussions to Thales 

and other Greek philosophers. But this was chiefly due to the narrative 
habit and convenience of explanation after the manner of Western scholars, 

and does not mean interest in ancient Greek philosophy itself which was 
still remote in their time. Their standpoint, as stated already in the intro-

duction, was none other than utilitarianism and liberalism as the theoretical 

background for the political movement of the Meiji restoration and the 
following period. For instance, Nakae refers to Plato's theory of Ideas in 

his Rigaku Ko~gele (Keys to Philosophy) in a political rather than phik> 
sophical sense.lz 

In 1882, Kench~ Suematsu delivered a lecture at a meeting of Japanese 
students in London under the title of Girisha Kodai Rigaku lppala (Outline 

of Ancient Greek Philosophy), which he published the following year in 
Tokyo. Here, the theories of the Presocratic philosophers are briefiy intro-

duced and interpreted in terms of thought and diction of Chinese philosophy, 

comparing Socrates to Confucius, Plato to Tsu Su and Aristotle to Mencius. 
We may say, however, this is the characteristic and generally accepted way 

of interpreting Greek thought by the people of this period who had been 
reared by Chinese classics in their youth. Nevertheless, this could be called 

a story at most, but never a history of Greek philosophy. 
The scholar who tried an academic approach to Greek philosophy and 

who first wrote a history of it was Hajime Onishi (1864-1899). In Tetsugaku 

Zasshi (Journal of Philosophy)13 Vols. VII-IX, 1892-94, he contributed a 
treatise entitled Socrates-2ele ,eo Girisha Tetsugaku (Presocratic Philos'ophy of 

Greece), in the preface of which he writes, "Among the works on rhe Pre-

socratic philosophy of Greece written in Japanese, I believe my treatise is 

the most accurate and most detailed." We may assert that this treatise of 
his is noteworthy not only for its accuracy and detail, but also for its acadmic 

attitude in research; he takes up Greek philosophy as an object worth 
arduous study. With all these merits, the treatise is not free from the dis-

position of this period as will be seen from the author's statement ;14 " What 

I describe is not from a close study of original texts, but is mainly based 
on the results of scientiflc research and investigation of historians of European 

philosophy to the present day. The scholar I have referred to most is E. 
Zeller. But without idly following one historian I have compared the 

:: C, Nakae ; Rigaku K~gen (Keys to Philosophy) Pp. 177-195. 
The first issue of Tetsugaku Zasshi (Journal of Philosophy) was made in 1887, providing 

place for philosophical debate of leading philosophers and philosophical symposium of young 
talented scholars, and still now it is one of the most important philosophical magazines in Japan. 

*' etsugaku Zasshi (Journal of Philosophy), Vol. VHI. p, 127. 
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theories of many and have stood by the one considered most reliable." 
Later, Onishi wrote an enlarged and well-arranged Seiy~ Tetsugaku-shi 

(History of ¥Vestern Philosopoy) 2 Vols. Tokyo 1895, from early Greek 
to modern philosophy, based on his lectures at the university. This was 
not a mere translation or adaptation of Western books, but a most reliable 

and detailed history of philosophy written by a Japanese, and it had many 

readers for a long time. However, the methodic standpoint which he took 
in his former treatise is also asserted here ; the authorities preferred in his 

interpretation of the theories of the various schools are, so far as Greek 
philosophy is concerned, E. Zeller, P. Uberweg, W. Windelband etc., not 
the fragments of the Presocratic philosophers, the dialogues of Plato or the 

" orks " of Aristotle. The same criticism may be applied to Seiichi Hatano's 
otherwise well written Seiy~ Tetsugaku-shiy~ (Short History of Western 
Philosophy), Tokyo 1901, which has had many editions and is still often 
used by university students today.15 

I must particularly dwell here on two other works which symbolize the 
enlightening character of this period. One is Platoe4 Zeeeshi~ (the Complete 

Works of Plato) translated by TakatarO Kimura, 1930 ff.,16 the other is 
Aristoteles Ri,erigaku (Ethics of Aristotle) with a running commentary by 

Genyoku Kuwaki, 1900. Kimura was the very first scholar in Japan to 
undertake the fascinating task of translating the dialogues of Plato into 

Japanese. In the preface to the work, Kimura enumerates his motives for 
translation, viz.: "that Plato's dialogues are of great use in promoting the 

knowledge and morals of our people, that they are extremely valuable to 
train our national spirit, that the learning of our people should become in-

dependent from subordination to foreign languages, that it is necessary to 
translate the classics of foreign countries into our language; and finally that 

they make possible the fundamental study of Plato from the original 
source." These reasons mentioned by Kimura, who was famous as a philo-
sopher of national characteristics, are quite understandable from the en-

lightenment currents of thought of the period, but among them, the last is 
the most irnportant. He says that, "I eagerly wish that our people would 
not merely be satisfled with piec,~meal and make-shift books of narrow 
scope, such as short histories, summaries and outlines of philosophy by various 

writers, but casting off the attitude of having carried on research by means 

of such material, regard this as rubbish, and study the great thinkers directly 

from their original sources " 17 

** Hataleo Sesic/~i Ze'eshiZ (The Complete Works of Seiichi Hatano) Vol. 1, Tokyo 1949. 
*' Tlae Compiete Works of Plato, translated into Japanese with introduction, analyses and run-

ning commentary by T. Kimura. 5 Vols. Tokyo 1903-1911. ¥rol. 1. Charmrdes, Lysis, Laches, 
Protagoras, L;uthydemus, Io, Me'eo, L~uthyphro, Apologia Socratis, Crito. Phaedo, Symposium. 
1903. Vol. n. Respublica, Timaeus. Critias. 1906. vol. m. Phaedrus. Gorgias, Tl~eaetetus, Sopltista, 
Politicus. 1908. Vot. IV. Leges. 1909. Vol. V. Cratytus, Parme'si,des, Philebus, Hz'ppias m~lsor, 
Alehi,biades l. Mef~exetuas. Aicl~i,biades H, ~ryxias. 1911. 

*' Ibid. Vol. 1. Pp. 7-8. 
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　　　Nee（iless　to　say，his　advocacy　to　un（ierstand　Plato　through　his　own

writings　and　not　through　reports　and　summaries　of　other　is　quite　correct。

But　his　translation　betrays　his　intention，because　the　text　he　use（i　was　B．

Jowettps　English　translation（3rd　edition）εしnd　not　the　original　text　of　Plato。

This　English　translation　may　have　been“the　newest　an（i　most　correct”of

that　period，as　understood　by　Kimura，but　it　is　well　known　to　be1・ather　a

free　and　not　literal　translation．To　retranslate　this　into　Japanese　risks　many

dangers．　In　fact　Kimura，s　Japanese　translation　contains　many　mistransla－

tions　an（i　erroneous　interpretations．’Even　if　this　were　left　out　of　consider一

＆tion，what　Kimura　could　impart　by　his　translation　was　the　Plato　of　Jowett

an（i　not　Plato　h孟mself．　In　this　respect，the　complete　works　of　Plato　of

Kimura　reveals　to　us　a　merely　enlightening　character．

　　　Kuwaki’s且γ傭oオθ♂θεR伽7づgαた艇（Ethics　of　Aristotle）was　writtell　as　one

of　the　Go粥ヶ％8銘オα貿ソ磁7唇θ5　0∫　Rθ1》7θ5θ銘∫α拓ワθ　恥7たε　o偽　E’んづ63　唇物　E磁70ρθ．

Among　the　three　Ethics　attribute（i　to　Aristotle，he　took　only　the　M6び

仰脇‘hθ伽勘h傭as　the　philosopheゼs　own　work，and　attempting　to　comment

on　it，made　a　perfunctory　explanation　on　the　supreme　good，ethical　virtues，

free　wi11，intellectual　virtues，justice，continence，friendship　and　pleasure，

But　the　position　of　this　Ethics　in　the　development　of　Aristotle　and　the

philologica1－philosophical　dif且culties　containe（i　in　it　were　mostly　disregarded。

This　is　nothing　less　than　proof　that　Kuwaki’s　book　is　a　work　representative

of　the　enlightenment　period．

II

　　　工n　l921，Tsutomu　Kubo，a　devoted　disciple　of　the　Philhellenist　R．von

Koeber，cooperating　with　Jir6Abe，both　emeritus　professors　of　T6hoku
University伊translated　Plato’s∠4ρoJog彪5b‘7α蕗8and　C協o　frQm　the　original

texts　into　correct　and　Huent　Japanese，attaching　a　running　commentary．

This　fact　meant　not　only　that　a　translation　of　Plato　had　happened　to　be

published　but　also　that　the　period　of　authentic　translation　had　begun　in　the

study　of　Greek　philosophy　in　Japan．　For　following　this　publication，a　trans－

1ation　of　Plato，s　di＆10gues　from　the　original　was　attempted　with　su伍cient

philological　scrupulousness　by　many　young　Pro五cient　scholars，so　that　at　the

present　time，we　have　come　to　possess　trustworthy　Japanese　translations　of

all　of　Plato’s　works．18　Some　of　these　can　be　ranked　with　those　of　the　fore一

　1B　The　important　Japanese　translations　o至Plato，s　works，with　intro（iuction　and　commentary
are　as　follows：且クoJog協30‘7伽5and　O7配o，by　T．Kubo　and　J。Abe．Tokyo1927。Pro如go7α5，
by　K．Kikuchi．TQkyo1927．σoγg毎3，by　E．Inatomi．Tokyo　l930．　孤伽o　and　E碗hyρh70，by
T．Soejima．Tokyo1948．E塀勿4g隅狐，by　M．Yamamoto．Tokyo1942．　P加θ40，by　K．Kikuchi．
Tokyo1924．5’ 翅クoε彪解，by　T　Kubo　aud　J．Abe．Tokyo1934．Rθ5餌臨‘α1－IV，by　N．Naga－
sawa．Tokyo1949－1952．丁肋α吻如3，by　M．Tanaka．Tokyo1938．Pα”解，拓493．by　N．Nagasawa．
Tokyo1944．　50擁魏α，by　J．Shikano．Tokyo1932．　P臨」θ伽ε，by　K。Got6．Tokyo1932．ムeg8ε
1－VI，by　M．Yamamoto．Tokyo1946－1949．　E〆5観αθ，by　M．Yamamoto．Tokyo1944．
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most　European　scholars　in　regard　to　textual　exactitude，and　scrupulosity　of

comment　and　expression．It　is　impossible　to（iwell　on　these　in　detail　here．

I　wish　to　mention　particularly，as　representative　of　this　perio（i，the　publica－

tion　of　the　complete　works　of　Plato　by　ShOz60kada．19　He　made　a　correct

and　readable　translation　using　mainlyπα∫o幅30ρθ7αrec。」．Bumet（Oxfor（i

classical　texts），as　the　origina1．　As　with　almost　all　translations　of　the

classics－especially　those　of　Plato　an（i　Aristotle－it　may　be　possible　to　dis－

cern　in　Okada，s　translation　mistranslations　an（i　omissions（iue　to　carelessness・

However，we　camot　appreciate　too　much　his　admirable　e任orts　and　passionate

enthusiasm　for　Plato　during　twenty　long　years，starting　with　the1晩銘o　in1933

an（i　en（iing　with　the　Lθgθ5and　the　Eρ伽o賜富in1952。　This　gigantic　work

contributed　greatly　to　the　infusing　of　Socratic　vigour　and　wisdom　as　well

as　Platonic　soul　and　metho（i　into　the　Japanese　spirit・

　　　　The　translation　of　Aristotle，s　writings　is　far　behind　Plato’s．　The　first

translation　of　Aristotle　in　Japan，as　far　as　I　know，is　that　of　the　Po臨‘α

by　Kaichi　Matsuura　in1924．　Unfortunately　this　is　far　from　a　reliable

translation．20　The　publication　of　the　complete　works　of　Aristotle　in　Japa－

nese，based　on　the　∠4擁5渉oオθあ3　0ρθ7αed、1．Bekker　（edition　of　the　Berlin

Academy），un（ier　the　editorship　of　Tokury廿Yamanouchi　and　Takashi　Ide，

was　planne（i　in1937，21but　till　the　present　only　about　one　thir（i，that　is，the

乃伽，theOθGαθ」・，theOθ加6欄，the％7ワαN伽7α偽theE∫h加M6・一
惚‘んθα，the動鰍α，the脈θ％繍客㈱R卿％わ」佃我ndtheO・ご・％・繍α・have
been　published，while　the　translation　of　the　other　works　is　now　in　prepara－

tion，inclu（iing　the　O7g㈱o筋which　I　am　in　charge　of，and　which　will　be

　19Tノ己ε（二〇｝7ψZθ’θ昭07々50∫P㍑o，translated　into　Japanese　by　S．Okad＆．Vols．12．Tokyo　and

Kyoto1942－1952．VoL1．Eμ漉y飾γo，∠4クoJog彪，67震o，P肋θ40，E％漉y4θ隅秘31942．Vo1．IL
Pアo‘αgo7αε，M餓o，αα砂伽3．1942．VoL　III，　P肱θ4側3，功3碕ムασhθ3，（二勧7煽4θ3Hψμαε
卯翻07，10，1943．Vo1．IV．5ッ隅ρoε伽卿，60γg砲ε，Mθ解駕捌＆　1943．Vo1．V．　Pα7泓θ獅ゴθε。
T12θαθ副μ3，研塵αε仰多物oγ，1944．VQ1．VI．　P履εわπε，510地耐α，∠4」6hめ協4θεII，1944．Vols．VII－

VIII．R83餌配ε‘α．1948．Vo1．IX．　∠4齢弼α4θ31。po臨多6俗，A粥α，07θ3，Hψ夘76ω5，T1磁gθε。
1949．Vo1．X．　丁伽2α8雛，α傭α3，酒郷ε，（二Zθ露o擁o，Eρ冨餌α8。1951。Vols，XI－XIL　Lθgθε，

Eρ5処077跡ε．　　1951－1952、

　20The　revised　an（i　enlarged　edition　of　this　translation　published　in1949is　greately　improved

and　quite　rea｛iable．
　　21Tho60蹴ρ」飽肋7々30f∠4ア傭o”θ，translated　into　Japanese　with　running　Commentary，by
many　scholars，20Vols．Tokyo（The　starre（i　volumes　still　remain　unpublished）．＊Vols。1－IV。

079α1～・π，byY。Fujii，（T・伽alreadyhasbeentranslatedbyT・Yaman・uchiandZ・Taga
1944）．＊V・1．V．P麺‘α．byT．Kanek・。V・LVLPθ伽」・，byY・Mural11952・＊V・LVII・
Pθ6θπθア画oπθθ’Go77妙’50耀，拓醜oγoJog蛋‘α，1）θルん雇θ，by　T。Tanaka、Vo1。VIII，1）θA7痂照，

byC．Takahashi1937．V・1，IX．P卿α砺解伽，byT・S・eiima1939・申V・LX・研ε’・照
Aπ5η3α～5柳π，by　S。Shimazaki．申Vo1．XI．ρθPα7励％ε五獅佛α島％粥，Pθル活o如and　Pg1錫‘θ3ε％
ん～み7陥α～加π，Z）g（⊇θ，多g7α’50解且痂伽α伽σπ，by　K．Masuda　and　S．Shimazaki，＊VoL　XII。孤81α一

縢、鵠，謬・五、識、響・S．鴇贈0轍樽．櫨㌔，’葺鉱器。器5贈
XVI．窺he而餓3∫脚昂Rθ3ρの」6‘α，0θ‘o％o庸‘α，by　K．Murakawa，1947，＊Vo1、XVIL　R襯07熈，
byT．lwakura．＊V・1，XVIII．PεP・撫，byM・Kin・shita・ホV・LXIX・Pγ・配醐α，byT・
Ide．串V。1．XX．F7α9”多θ惚，byM．Tana㎏．脱sidestheG卿’e‘θ肋7々ε・μ繍ご‘eandK
Matsuura，s　trallslation　of　Pe　Po罐6α，I　mu3t　also　mention　here　the　translations　of　Gα診egoη‘αθ

andP81，吻7ε’㈲～θ，byT．And・，T。ky・andOsaka1949，Me卿h螂αbyT・lwasaki，T・kyo
1942and　PoZ観‘α，by　I，Aoki，Tokyo1937。
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finished before long. Besides the translation of the original texts of Plato 

and Aristotle, the fact should be noted that many excellent studies of famous 

European philosophers, historians of ancient philosophy and classical philo-

10gists since the 19th century, for instance, H. Cohen, V. Brochard, H. 
Bonitz, C. Prantle. F. Brentano, and so on, have been translated and col-
lected in Tetsug(hku R014s~ (Philosophical Study Series).22 The translation of 

so many special studies on Greek philosophy into a foreign language is rarely 

heard of even in ~;urope and America. Though this is the result of the 
special circumstances of an East Asian country like Japan, where it is 
difficult to become acquainted with documents because of their scarcity, 

even in this respect one can perceive the zeal of this period. 

The year 1921 became a memorable one by the publication of Seiichi 
Hatano's Seiy~ Shi~ky~ Shis~-shi (History of Western Religious Thought), 
Vol. 1. (Greece). Hatano is generally recognized as the foremost philc,sopher 

on Religion and also a talented historian on philosophy in conterrlporary 
Japan. Being strongly influenced by R. von Koeber, he has been a constant 

admirer and lover of Greek thought all his life. The above work deals 
with Greek religious thought from Homer to the Sophists, and may be re-
garded as a history of Greek thought treated from the religious standpoint 

centering on the idea of God. For the history of early Greek philosophy 
is the development "from mythos to logos.", in which the religious and 
philosophic were undiscriminatingly combined and of which the upholders 

were none other than poets and philosophers. This is evidently shown by 
the double meaning of lbr0g. 

In consideration of this, one may assert that this book is one of the 

most worthy histories of ancient philosophy written in Japanese until the 

present time. However this evaluation of Hatano's work applies not to the 
coveclasiole it draws, but rather to the method or process taken to draw this 

conclusion. To be more particular, this book does not offer a new theory 
differing from the views already asserted by European scholars. For ex-
ample, according to Hatano, the relativism of the Sophists does not signify, 

as commonly interpreted, a denial of the recognition of absolute truth or 
destructive nihilism and pessimistic scepticism, relinquishing the pursuit of 

knowledge (9aclocopea), but on the contrary, an optimistic pragmatism and 

traditionalism of cornmon sense. Therefore they were actually "professors 

*' etsugaku Rof4s~ contains the translations of the following treatises. No. 17. H. Cohen ; 
Plat014s Idee,elehre u4rd die Mathettvatik (1878), by S. Takata 1928. No. 20. V. Brochard ; Le 
deveteir da,ts la philosophie de Plato,e (1900), by Y. Kono 1929. No. 24. Lutosla¥~rski ; Sur ectse 
wouvelle m~thode pour d~termi,eer la chro,eologie des dialogues de Platove (1896), by Y. K~no 
1929. No. 28. V. Brochard ; Sur le Bafcqwet de Platofe (1906), by Y. Ko~no 1929. No. 31. H. 
Bonitz ; Uber die Kategoriets des Aristoteles (1853), by Y, Fujii 1930. No. 39. C. Prantl ' 
Vber dle L;,4twickluleg der Aristotelische,e Logik aus der Plato,~i,schen Ph,i,losophhe (1853), by Y: 

Fujii 1930. In addition to these series, the translations of the following works must be cited 

H. Bergson ; Quid Aristoteles de loco se,,serit (1889), by T.･ Igarashi. Tokyo 1944. F. B]'entano ' 
Vot~ der ma4e,cigfachets Bedeutu,eg des Seiefrdets e~ach Aristoteles (1862), by T. Iwasaki. Tokyo 
1933. J. Burnet ; Platov~isf't (1928), by T. Ide and K. Miyazaki. Tokyo 1941. 
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or public 'teachers " who trained people to be active and practical. His as-

sertion attracted the attention of people in this country and gained their 

approval, bu~ this interpretation had already been fundamentally established 

by Grote in his well-known book, History of Greece. Hatano's chief achieve-

ment, however, consists in the fact that he arrived at this conclusion him-

self in virtue of his study of the original materials of Plato, Aristotle and 

other Doxographers. To appreciate this more fully, one should compare 
this book with his Seiy6 Tetsugaku-shiy~ (Outline of History of Western 
Philosophy) written by himself just 20 years ago, or the above referred 
treatise of Onishi, Socrates-2ee4 Ieo Girisha Tetsetgaku (Presocratic Philosophy 

of Greece). 

In the same way, the proof of progress can be discovered by comparing 

the two complete works of Plato by Okada and Kimura. 
Several years later, Seiy~ Tetseegaku-shi (History of Western Philosophy) 

Vol. 1, 1929 by Takashi Ide and Kodai Tetsugaku-shi (History. of Ancient 

Philosophy) Vol. 1, 1935 by Takez~ Kaneko were published. The former, 
based on lectures at Tokyo University by the writer, deals with the biogra-

phies and theories of philosophers from the dawn of Greek thought to the 
Atomists. Though his description is rather vapid and prosaic, it seems to 

aim at being a faithful doxography as far as possible from the historical 
standpoint, much after the manner of Uberweg's work. The latter is also 

a handy history of philosophy, endeavouring to interpret systematically the 

philosophical theories from Thales to Plato from the ontological point of 
vie~v. However, as with Hatano's work, it is regrettable, that only volume 
1 has been completed whilst later volume remain yet unpublished. 

III 

Wilhelm von Humboldt in the last passage of his Uber das Studium 
des Altertums, utid des Griechische,e if~sbesofrdere 1793, makes the following 

assertion in regard to translation as one of the most useful means for the 

study of ancient Greece.23 "For the writer who is translated, translation 

can have a threefold advantage : 1. Anyone who can not read the original 
by himself can learn about the wiriter ; 2. It is useful for anyone who can 

read the original in understanding it ; 3･ It makes known the original pre-
viously to anyone who is going to read it and confides its manner and spirit 

to him. If one were to determine the importance of each of these advan-
tages, according to the standpoint here taken, the fust is the most insigni-

ficant ; the second is more important but still small, for translation is a 

poor means for this very purpose ; but the third is the most important 

** Wilheli7~ von Hu'nboldts Gesamft~alte Schri,fte'e, hrsg. v. A. Leitzmann. Berlin 1903. Bd. 
1. Pp. 280 f. 
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advantage, because translation stimulates one to read the original and gives 

the reader support of the higher order." "The gaining of this last advantage 

must lead to esteem for the original, and so the highest advantage of trans-

lation is one which destroys the value of translation itself." 

These three advantages of translation as cited by Humboldt are suf-
ficiently convincing even though they are in fact indistinguishably blended 

together. He further goes on to say that " the describability of translation 

accordingly depends on these three advantages. Thus, as regards the flrst, 

the adaptation of the translated ancient writer to the minds of modern 
readers, the purposeful deviation from faithful translation is often required ; 

as regards the second, faithfulness to word and letter is required and as re-

gards the third, faithfulness of spirit and if I may say so, of the dress he 

is wearing." 

These assertions by Humboldt are not without meaning for our study. 
The three stages in the study of Greek philosophy in our country co]-respond 

to the three advantages mentioned above. The enlightenment period required 

deviation from the original, the period of translation with philolo*',ical re-

search required the faithful rendering of words, and the period of criticism, 

coordinating philological and philosophical research, i,eter alios, the iaithful-

ness of spirit. It goes without saying that these three stages of development, 

being so cited for convenience sake, the correspondence of these to the three 

advantages of translation is hypothetical. For, as the enlightenment period 

cannot be separated from the translatlon period by periodic divisions, the 
latter cannot be strictly distinguished by years from the period of criticism. 

Hovl'ever, in order to better understand the intentional development and the 

direction of the study of Greek philosophy in Japan, the present a*"e, at 
least th_e past decade or so, may be called the period of criticism. Since 

the 20th century, Greek philosophy, together with German philosophy, has 
enchanted the minds of our young philosophers and has become their favorite 

subject of study. Thus, the study of Greek philosophy has made rapid 
progress, and rising beyond the level of mere introduction, adaptation or 

translation, many treatises and works worthy of the name of professional 

research have come to be published. 

Greek philosophy which had been frst transplanted to this country in 
the middle of the 19th century took root through the assiduous efforts of 
scholars extending over one whole century, grew into a foliaged tree and 
at last, I dare say, its branches are beginning to bear fruit. As it is im-

possible for me to discuss all the writings on Greek philosophy which have 
been made public to date, I wish to limit myself to commenting on several 
representative works which suflice to show the present stage of study. 

On the Sophists and Socrates 

At the regular meeting of the Philosophical Society of Kyoto on Novem-
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ber, 1918, S. Hatano gave a lecture on the Sophists and Socrates, emphasiz-

ing the similarity rather than the difference of the two on the very point 

that the Sophists were "public teachers " who promoted the enlightenment 
of the Athenians, while Socrates was a practical 1,eone taking care of the 
souls of the Athenian youth, rather than a theoretical 1ltone as the forefather 

of the new "Begriffsphilosophie."24 As already said, the same point of 
view was repeated in his Seiy~ Shilky~ Shis~shi (History of Western Reli-

gious Thought) 1921. 
Since then the only monograph on the Sophists is Michitar~ Tanaka's 

Sophist. Tokyo 1941. Tanaka, professor of Kyoto University, is one of the 

most able and leading figures among historians of ancient philosophy in 
contemporary Japan, and is wellknown by many writings in this field. At 
the beginning of his book, he says that "it aims at making clear what 
kind of persons they actually were who were branded with the bad name 
of Sophists in ancient times, what kind of age it was, and what kind of 
work they did, as seen directly by the author on the basis of original ma-

terials." No one can deny the historical significance and requisite role 
played by the Sophists in the enlightenment movement of Greece, with 
Athens as a centre, in the latter half of the 5th century B.C. Much has 
already been written about them by various historians of philosophy, but a 

historically correct and established valuation is hard to find. Why was the 

word ao(peaTV~ which had been originally a term of respect, as examples 

used by the Seven Sages and early philosophers confirm, converted into a 
notorious name as seen in the use by Plato and Aristotle ? Why did these 
persons who had prided themselves as teachers of virtue become sophistic 
and eristic ? What was the relationship between rhetoric or eristic as me~ 
thods of the Sophists and dialectic as the method of Socrates ? These ques-

tions are discussed in his book quite clearly and convincingly, despite the 

modest announcement of the author.25 
As Socrates was first and foremost in contributing to the building up 

of the unrivalled position occupied by ancient Greece in the history of philo-

sophy, a large number of treatises and books on this Athenian philosopher 
have been written by many scholars, according to their own views, in both 

Europe and America. Japan is not an exception. Among the various 
works on this subject written in Japanese,26 here I wish to mention Girisha 

leo Tetsugaku to Seiji (Philosophy and Politics of Greece), Tokyo 1934 by 

Takashi Ide, former professor of Tokyo University. This book is a collec-

tion of 7 articles, namely-the theoretical character of ancient physics ; the 

" The Cowplete Works of S. Hata~to. Vol. 111. Pp. 239-258. 
'* ee my article, Soph,i,st Af'tiphov~, in Sltakai to Buleka t~o Shos~ (Some Aspects of Society 

and Culture) ed. by S. Uehara, Tokyo 1953. 
" .g. K. Miki ; Socrates. Tokyo 1939. K. Got5 ; Socrates. Tokyo 1936. E:. Inatomi ; Socrates 

f~o Be'csh~h~ (Dialectic of Socrates) Tokyo 1948. M. Abe ; Socrates Kel~kyiZ (Studies in Soc-

rates) Tokyo 1940, etc. 
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origin of philosophia ; theoria and Socrates ; the philosophy of Socrates and 

his death ; what destroys philosophy ; the politics and thought of Greece ; 

the ethical thought of kosmopolites-written with the focus on Socrates, 
from 1931 to 1941, a period of agitation and confusion ending with the out-

break of the fatal Pacific War. The author himself says, "these articles 
are not so much professional studies as reviews with a more or less cultural 

background intended for the general public." Therefore, we cannot look 
for any new interpretation or theory of Socrates here. What the author 
consistently asserts in these articles is, "In acting or in making, without 

theoria to discern and perceive the truth as is involved in the object itself, noth-

ing will come of it." In other words, "without the guidance of philosophical 

theoria of high exactness, praxis becomes powerless and ends in no policy, 
while, on the other hand, real statesmen should improve their government by 

practising and promoting theoria." That is to say, this book is a kind of 
Hp07peiTTt;eos A6ros which advocates and exhorts the politicizing of philosophy 

and the philosophizing of politics, and in this sense the author's attitude is 

most appropriate as regards Socrates. 

On Plato 
Plato has been honoured, recited, translated and discussed as the eternal 

teacher of mankind, not only by philosophers but even by poets and men 
of letters in Europe for more than 2,000 years. Likewise in Japan, since 
the introduction of Greek philosophy, research has centered on this philoso-

phical master of Athens. This is sufficiently proved by the facts that all 

of Plato's works have already been translated, and are yet continuing to 
be translated, and that treatises and writings on Plato are numerous in 
comparison to other philosophers of either ancient or modern times. Indeed, 

Plato and Kant have been the two idols that reigned the philosophical world 
of Japan during the past fifty years. Therefore, it is difficult to report 
comprehensively and in detail on all the studies of Plato in this country.27 

Setting aside popular and introductive works, I ,only wish to touch upon a 
few representative works worthy to be recommended as professional studies. 

It can be said that J. Stenzel's epoch-making book, Studieee 2ur L;eet-

wicklueeg der Platowische,e Dialektik vow Sokrates 2u Aristoteles, Berlin 1917 

shows in a sense the chief direction of study on Plato during the last half 

century, as it was appropriately evaluated and located by W. Jaeger.28 
That is to say, the result in deciding the order and chronology of the dia-

10gues of Plato which the philological study of Plato discovered by mobiliz-

" E. g. N. I~Tagasalva ; Plato'~. Tokyo 1936. A. Tanaka ; Plato,e to Aristoteles (Plato and 
Aristotle) Tokyo 1944. T. Abe ; Plato'e. Tokyo 1939. Plaio'~ Kokkahen (The Republic, of Plato) 
Tokyo 1936, and many articles, essays and dissertations on Plato. 

'~ Cf. w. Jaeger ; Platos Steuu'eg im Aeefbau der griechischefs Bildung, in Heemma,eistische 
Reden uted Vortage. Berhn und Leipzig 1937. Furthermore, see W. Jaeger's merr*ory of J. 
StenzeL in Gnomon Bd XH 1936 Hoft 2 
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ing many superior minds in the latter half of the 19th century and the work 

pursuing the system of Plato's philosophy, which has been proposed by 
philosophers-e.g. H. Cohen and P. Natorp-are successfully unified to a 
high degree in Stenzel. In other words, one may say that in Stenzel, by 
harmonizing the philological and philosophical studies on Plato, the tracing 

of his development in the truest sense became possible for the first time. 
Accordingly, persons who plan a study of the Platonic theory of Idea must 
first take account of Stenzel's interpretation. In case they can succeed in 

overcoming it, then it may be possible for them to frame a new theory on 
Plato. 

This is exactly what Kumatar~ Kawada, professor of Tokyo University 
intended in Plato,e Bensh~h~ eeo Ke,ekyi~ (Study in the Dialectic of Plato), 

Tokyo 1940. According to him, the complete dialogues of Plato are divided 
into four groups, centering around the Apologia, the Respublica, the Sophista 

and the Philibus.29 Furthermore, the methods characterizing each group 
throughout are respectively elenctic, synoptic, analytic (or dividing), and 

causal (or mixing). The two former groups form the early theory of Plato, 

the latter two groups the later theory. Though Stenzel has made clear 
the development and philosophical meaning of the dialectic of the later 
Plato by penetrating observations on the a6~a-~~taT~p,rProblem in the 
Theaetetus and the ~eaipeaermethod in the Sophista and the Politicus, his 
treatment of the Pl~ilebus is quite insufficient. This dialogue can not be 

understood merely by the logical interpretation of the aealpectg-method as 
in the Sophista. For, in this case the fundamental dialectic of causes rather 

than the dialectic of Ideas dominates. Of course, in the early period also, 

the theory of Idea sometimes implies the theory of cause, but the latest 
ontological standpoint of Plato maintained by the Philebus-group is explicitly 

distinguished from the ~talpectrtheory emphasized by Stenzel and should 
be the ed.-certheory ¥~rhich observes the various causes of the Idea and genesis 

of existence. Thus Professor Kawada scrutinizes the causal theory, from the 
angle of "dynamism of lravTel(~g ~,,," using the ontology of the Philebus as a 

clue. The strong influence of L. Robin can be seen in his interpretation.30 

I am not always in agreement with his conclusions. Especially, I cannot 
help expressing dissatisfaction in regard to the fact that sufiicient attention 

is not paid to the Timaetes and the Leges which. I believe, have the most 
important significance in Plato's causal theory. However, the value of this 

work should be fully recognized in promoting the study of Plato in the 
right direction. 

2, , (Apologia~roup) Io, Hipp. minor, Prot., Apol., Crito. Euthyphro, Lach.. Charm., Lysis. 
Resp. I. 2, (Respublica-group) Corg., Me,eo. Mee4ex., L;uthyd., Cratyl.. Symp., Phaedo, Resp. 
II-X. 3, (Sophista-group) Phaedr.. Parm., Theaet., Soph., Polit. (the former half). 4, (Philebus-
group) Polit. (the latter half), Tim., Crit., Phileb., Lipistl. 7. Leg. 

ao I.e. L. Robin ; Plato~e. Paris 1935. La Thiorie Plat0,4icletee4e des Idees et des Nombres 
d'apr~s Aristote. Paris 1908. 
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A work which recently contributed with great success to this subject 
is Girisha leo Tetsugaku (Greek Philosophy) 2 Vols, 1944-1948, by TokuryO 
Yarnanouchi, emeritus professor of Kyoto University, a respected teacher 
to whom I am greatly indebted. He is better known as a systematic philtf 
sopher rather than as a historian of philosophy, being the author of various 

outstanding works on phenomenology, ontology, and philosophy of existence. 

In his book which deals with ancient philosophy, he endeavours to trace 
systematic unity rather than solve the various philological problems in-
volved.31 The whole second volume is devoted to Plato, in which, as may 
be expected, the various subjects such as the life of the philosopher, his 

works, the theory of Idea, dialectic, the theory of numbers, the soul and 
God, politics and statesmen and aesthetics are treated after the manner of 

general history of philosophy. What distinguishes this book froin other 
commonplace books on Plato is the keen interpretation of the theory of Idea. 

Following the commonly recognized opinion, he divides the development 
of Platonic philosophy into two periods, viz. from the Socratic dialogues 
to the Respetblica, and from the Phaedrus to the Leges. In the early period, 

the static and synoptic theory of Idea, that is contemplation of the hypcf 
stasized Idea meaning heavenly, eternal existence, while in the later period 

the dynamic and diairetic theory of Idea, that is generation leading of earth-

ly, realistic existence (raveals el~ obalav) are the central subject. r~vg(It~ 

here used does not mean physical ge,eeratio but rather artistic fo'rnaa,tio. And 

so far as formatio is concerned with things human, being distinguished from 

Christian creatio, forms the essence of the later theory of the Platonic Idea. 

Professor Yamanouchi seeks the basis of this characteristically deflned for-

matio chiefly in the idea of ~~pcoupr6s of the Timcleus. Accordingly, em-

phasis is placed more on the Timaeus than on the Philebus, givin*" the Idea 

of Plato a wider and deeper foundation than the causal theory of Professor 

Kawada. Regrettably, I must refrain in this brief report, from an attempt 
to convey in detail the logical provisions of Yamanouchi's interpreration. 

The author of Sophist, M. Tanaka, wrote two books, Logos to Idea 
(Logos and Idea) in 1947, and Zele to Hitsu2en to eeo aida;ei (Between the 

Good and the Necessary) in 1952. These are both collections of treatises, 
the former including the different themes of reality (~apby ,-,d60~), future, 

past, time, Iogos, misologos, nomina and Idea, the latter with the various 
headings of the minimum state (~ ~varxaeorbTV IT6lts), between the good 
and the necessary, art, and the meaning of the good. Therefore, thes'e do not 

directly deal with Plato as subject but rather with eternal philosophical 
problems. But Professor Tanaka endeavours to interpret correctly these vari-

sl The contents of the first volume are philosophical thoughts of Greece from the Milesian 
school to the lesser Socrates with "disposition of logos " as their introduction. The whole con-
struction and interpretation of this volume remind us of K. Joel's Ceschichte der atttiken Philo-
sophie, Bd. 1. Ttibingen 1921. 
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ous problems from the standpoint of Platonism. And, with his philological 
erudition and philosophical keenness, highly convincing conclusions are given. 

For this reason, these books are symbolic of the period of criticism and 
philological-philosophical research which is the present stage in the study 

of Greek philosophy in Japan. 

On Aristotle 

Just as J. Stenzel made a decisive contribution to the study of Plato 
in this century, Professor W. Jaeger cultivated the indestructible royal way 

in the study of Aristotle by establishing "the fundamentals of the hrstory 
of Aristotle's development." His brilliant work on Aristotle is already well 

known throughout the world, and it is unnecessary to repeat it here, even 
though many improvements and alterations may be made by further study.32 
Therefore, anyone who wishes to express something new on Aristotelian 
philosophy must start out with the image of Aristotle superbly carved by 
Jaeger, as long as one sufficiently reflects upon the history and tradition of 

Aristotle's interpretation, believing in the constant progress of learning. 

Professor Jaeger's Aristotle is certainly the termi,eus ad quelle and at the 

same time the termil~us a quo in Aristotelian study of this century. 

With this conviction, I wrote two books, Aristoteles Ke,~kyi~ (Studies 

in Aristotle) 1940 and Aristoteles eco Rilerigaku (Ethics of Aristotle) 
1950. The former is composed of four headings ; on the theme and com-
position of the Metaphysics, the development of ~l~Ceta-concept in Aristotle, 

on the two lr5p~ cix7~ of Aristotle, and the development of Aristotelian 
epistemology. Therefore, the title that runs through this book may be re-
placed by "from the Metaphysics of Aristotle to his epistemology." What 
I intended in this book was to build up the developmental history of the 
"epistemology of Aristotle " following the Jaeger method, as F. Solmsen 

and R. Walzer has accomplished in both the logical and ethical fields.33 
It is an undisputable fact that such German scholars as F.F. Kampe and 
J. Geyser had made large contributions to this difticult problem through 
their famous writings under the same title.34 At the same time, however, 

we can not fail to point out their non-historical character coming from 
their preoccupation with the traditional "system of Aristotle," disregarding 

his development. In consideration of their rather out-of-date interpretations, 

my book aims at making it possible to form a theory on the cognition of 
the Stagirite with historically greater truth. This not only reconstructs 

" Cf. P. Wilpert ; Die Lage der Aristotelesforschu'eg, in Zeitschrift fitr Philosophische 
Forschu'cg. Btl. 1. 1946. 

*' F. Sotmsen ; Die ~,etwicklu,eg der Aristotelische'e Logik utid Rhetorik, in Neue P/hilolo-
gische U,etersuchu,~ge'e, hrsg. v. W. Jaeger, Jeft 4, Berlin 1929. R. Walzer ; M(~g,ea Moralia 
utrd Aristotelische J~thik, in Neue Philol. U,eters. Heft 7, Berlin 1929. 

" Ci F.F. Kampe ; Die ~rken'etuisstheorie des Aristoteles. Leipzig 1870. J. Gevser ; Die 

~rkeftftinistheorie des Aristoteles. Mtinster 1917. ' 
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epistemology but also anticipates a new concrete system of Aristotle. 

The latter, Iikewise guided by the studies of Jaeger and Walzer, using 

the development of the pph!Jvat~concept which played an important role 
in ancient philosophy as a clue, establishes the inter-relation of the three 

ethical works attributed to Aristotle. It attempted to clarify the meaning 
and position within practical syllogism or moral judgment by close analy-
sis of this idea which is especially manipulated in the Nicomacheon~ L;thics 

and the r~sum~ of this book, entitled Aristotle's Theory of Practical W;isdom 

was contributed to this Annals in 1951.35 If fortunately these books of 
mine should add something to the study of Greek Philosophy in Japan and 
if they can claim their raisole d'~tre in the present stage of our philosophical 

world, it will be due to a very evident and natural attitude, sometirnes 
neglected in this country that philosophical theories and interpretations of 

Greek thought must be built upon a strict philological and correct historical 

f oundation. 
Keiji Nishitani, who is professor at Kyoto University and successor to 

S. Hatano, in his book Aristoteles Rolek~ (Treatise on Aristotle), Tokyo 
1948, endeavours to gain a systematically unified understanding of Aristote-

lian philosophy from logical and physical research in regard to the three 
problems of sense-reception (a'e'00~aeS), imagination (~al)caaia) and reason 

(voD~)･ He is one of the deep-minded and leading philosophers in contern-
porary Japan, and in his work gives an interpretation full of suggestion 
about the various difficult passages of the Stagirite. However, these all 
presuppose the possibility of a traditional "system of Aristotle," and he 
seems to be attempting to understand Aristotle philosophically rather than 
historically, in other words, more from a standpoint close to St. Thomas 
and Hegel than Aristotle himself. This seems to be the characteristic of 

his book on Aristotle.36 

No works worth while mentioning have been prepared in relation to 
Hellenistic philosophy, with but a few exceptions.37 This reveals the shal-

10wness and narrowness of the basis of study of Greek philosophy in Japan 

which is a task assigned to the future. 

'* See my article, in Annals of the Hitotsubashi Academy. Vol. II, No. 1. Oct. 1951. 
'" In addition to these three, the following works on Aristotle may be cited herc : Selected 

Works of Aristotle, translated by T. Ide, Tokyo 1947. I. Aoki ; Aristoteles. Tokyo 1927. K. 
Mikl ; The Metaphysics of Aristotle, Tokyo 1935 and Aristotle. Tokyo 1938. (The Complete 
Works of Kiyoshi Mrki. Vol. IX, Tokyo 1947). 

*' For instance Cicero, Laelius de (hmicitia, translated by N. Nagasawa and Cato maior, tr. 
by T. Saito. Tok'yo 1943. Epictetus, Dissertationes, tr. by K. Harano. Nara 1949. :Plutarchus, 
Parallelae Vitae tr. by Y. Kono. Tokyo 1952 ff. (in progress). Moralia, selected and tr. by 
I. Aoki Toky~ 1948. plotinus, Enneades, V, I (On the three Hypostases), VI, 9 (On the 
Good o~ the One), tr, by M. Tanaka. Osaka 1948. Proclus, hestituiio theologica, tr. by T. 
lgarashi. Tokyo 1944. Boethius. De consolatiot,e philosophiae, tr. by T. Hatakenaka. Tokyo 1938. 
J. Shikano ; Stoa ,eo Tetsuji,t~achi (the Stoic Philosophers). Tokyo. do.; Plotinus Tokyo 1939. 

T. Ide ; Plotitrus L;te,4eades. Tokyo 1936. 



Dl~vl~;LopMENT OF THE STUDY OF GREI~;K PHILOSOPHY IN JAPAN 

In order to arouse interest for ancient philosophy, I had planned the 
publishing of Tetsugaku-shi Ke,ekyi~ (Study of History of Philosophy) in 

1949, in cooperation with Professor Yamanouchi, and really published a 
first volume, but was forced to postpone the work because of the publisher's 

convenience. However, the Classical Society of Japale has been organized by 

almost all classical philologists and scholars of ancient philosophy in Japan, 

and its organ, Seiy~ Koteeegaku Kevekyi~ (Journal of Classical Studies) was 

published early this year. This is an epoch-making event, because we can 
safely say that a new lodestar has appeared in the development of the study 

of Greek philosophy in Japan, promising steady and rapid progress in the 
f uture . 

Written in November, 1953 




